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in the monitoring of Orange County defendants, his
successes in the courtroom have continued to mount.
In the first half of 2015 alone, Lyle has proceeded to
trial three times and ultimately obtained three more
acquittals. Most recently, Lyle is responsible for having
a 27 year old’s life sentence overturned.
In a criminal justice system that revolves around plea
deals, Lyle is a criminal trial attorney who rises to the
occasion when a plea deal is not an option. “Clients
retain me in their most desperate moments. They have
desperate problems and I seek to find them solutions.
Trial isn’t always the correct option, but some clients are
unequivocally innocent, or a prosecutor refuses to be
reasonable in reaching a resolution, and trial becomes
the only option.” To assist him with the preparation of
cases, Lyle utilizes investigators and experts as well as
advanced case management and legal research systems.
As to his success in the courtroom, Lyle asserts, “I
cannot ever guarantee a result, but I do guarantee I will
exhaust every resource and I will bite like a crocodile
and kick like a mule on my client’s behalf.”
With a reputation for being a well prepared and
captivating litigator, Lyle is a well respected figure in the
legal community. He is named a Top 100 Trial Lawyer
and Top 40 under 40 Trial Lawyer by the National Trial
Lawyers Association. In 2013 and 2015 he was selected
as Florida’s Legal Elite by Florida Trend Magazine and,
for the past three consecutive years, has been designated
a SuperLawyer’s “Rising Star,” a recognition received
by less than 2.5% of the lawyers in the State of
Florida. Additionally, Lyle is also a sought after legal
commentator frequently providing legal analysis to
local and national media outlets such as ABC, NBC,
FOX News, The Orlando Sentinel and the Wall Street
Journal.
Attorney Lyle B. Mazin is a sharp-witted and formidable
litigator with a passion for seeking justice. Having
earned his Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice from
Florida State University and his Juris Doctorate from
the University of Miami School of Law he continues
to thrive in the legal community and remains Orlando’s
Legal Elite.
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If circumstances have you searching for the best criminal defense attorney in Orlando,

attorney Lyle B. Mazin, should be on your short list. Lyle B. Mazin, the founder of Mazin Law,
has become a staple in the criminal justice system. In 2014 we named Lyle B. Mazin Orlando’s
Legal Elite and since that time amazing things have continued to happen at Mazin Law.
While Lyle’s career has already been distinguished by achieving an acquittal for
an Orange County Sheriff’s Deputy charged with Lewd and Lascivious Battery,
achieving an acquittal for an Orlando resident accused of Attempted Murder of a Law
Enforcement Officer and being the attorney at the forefront of exposing corruption
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